Nitrogen being a polyvalent element; its speciation, transformation and fluxes in aquatic environments are controlled by ambient oxygen (O₂) concentrations. As seawater is generally oxygenated, nitrogen in the ocean occurs largely in the most oxidized (5+) state, viz. nitrate ions (NO₃⁻) except only in a few regions where a part of the water column gets nearly stripped of O₂. In these suboxic regions, microbes convert NO₃⁻ to molecular nitrogen (N₂), a process known as denitrification, which is the most important pathway for fixed nitrogen loss and a key player in the nitrogen budget. The most intense mid-water column oxygen deficient zones (ODZs) are found to occur in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. In the Pacific Ocean zones, ODZ occurs below the productive tropical eastern boundary upwelling zones whereas in the Indian Ocean it is located in the northern region, especially in the northeastern Arabian Sea. This anomaly results from its unusual Indian Ocean geography, i.e. mainly the presence of Asian landmass that restricts its northern expanse to the tropics and, to a smaller extent, a porous eastern boundary (openings between the Indonesian islands), which allows the exchange of water with the Pacific Ocean. The resultant circulation is not conducive for strong upwelling off the coasts of Myanmar and Australia, in comparison to that found off the west coasts of America. Instead, the most intense upwelling and consequently very high rates of primary production (PP) occur along the northwestern boundary of the Indian Ocean (the Somali and Arabian coasts). Despite the lateral supply of high salinity intermediate waters
from the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, subsurface water renewal in the Indian Ocean occurs largely because of advection from the south. The waters derived from the Southern Hemisphere gradually lose O₂ but accumulate metabolic products (CO₂, nutrients) during their northward movement. Thus, a lower supply of O₂ together with its enhanced demand produces intense O₂ deficiency (Winkler O₂ < 0.1 mL L⁻¹; ~4 μM) over a wider depth range (~100/150 to 1,000 m) in the north, particularly in the North Eastern Arabian Sea.

Due to the semi-enclosed nature of the North Indian Ocean, the OMZ (oxygen minimum zone) impinges upon a very large area of the continental margin. Bottom waters with O₂ < 0.5 mL L⁻¹ (22 μM) and < 0.2 mL L⁻¹ (9 μM), are estimated to cover about 1.15 x 10⁶ and 0.76 x 10⁶ km² of the marginal seafloor in the region. However, the zone of perennial mid-water column denitrification is confined to the open ocean. Suboxic conditions develop over the inner and mid-shelf off the west coast of India only seasonally (during late summer and autumn). As compared to the open ocean system, the coastal suboxic system covers two orders-of-magnitude less volume, but experiences more extreme conditions (i.e. greater nitrate consumption leading to complete anoxia). Coastal hypoxia also appears to have intensified in the past few decades presumably due to enhanced nutrient loading from land.

Although a number of studies have been carried out both, in the open ocean and coastal regions of the Arabian Sea with respect to nitrogen cycling, very little information is available on the behaviour of redox sensitive trace metals (such as Fe, Mn, Mo, V and Co). Like nitrogen, these elements also undergo speciation changes depending upon the O₂ levels, and either get
deposited in or mobilized from sediments. However, several concerns are known in regard to the interpretation of metal trends with respect to past environmental variability. The most important of these is the diagenetic effect because of which metal concentrations in the sediments may not necessarily reflect redox conditions in overlying waters at the time of sediment deposition. Due to these constraints, a multi-proxy approach has to be adopted to reconstruct, from the sedimentary records, past variability of processes in the water column.

Over the past ten years, a number of sedimentary records of $\delta^{15}$N have been published from different sites in the Arabian Sea representing a range of oceanographic settings and sedimentation rates. These records show higher enrichment of $\delta^{15}$N (>8‰) in surface sediments not only throughout the Holocene but also during all interglacial periods over the past 1 Ma. In contrast lighter isotopic enrichment (~5-6‰), comparable to that found in non-reducing environments today, characterizes sediments accumulated during the glacial stages indicating the weakened denitrification or its absence during such periods. However, only a few of the cores studied so far, have been sampled from the core of the denitrification zone, and none of the previous work dealt with the seasonal coastal system.

In view of the limited proxies used previously to reconstruct past changes in Arabian Sea denitrification, and poor geographical coverage, the present study has been aimed to adopt a multi-proxy approach covering shallow as well as deep Arabian Sea. The results will help us to decipher the variations in the water column by providing insights into the response of
subsurface reducing environment to global and regional changes in climate and oceanographic processes (productivity and circulation). The present study is the first to use stable nitrogen isotopes and redox sensitive metals proxies, to construct paleo-redox conditions, in well-dated sediments of both the open ocean and coastal suboxic regions. The present study is dealt within six chapters.

**Chapter 1** provides the introduction to the topic of research and study area - the Arabian Sea. It gives the background information covering the relevant works previously carried out in the region and other regions of the world oceans with pronounced OMZs. The need for undertaking the present work following a multi-proxy approach is emphasized, and the scope and objectives of the study are defined.

**Chapter 2** contains descriptions of the material and methods used in the study, i.e. the details about the field work, techniques used for collection, handling and processing of samples. It also describes various analytical instruments used for chemical and isotopic analyses. Briefly, an Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometer (ICP-AES) was used for trace metal measurements. The stable oxygen and carbon analyse/is were carried out using an Isotopic Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS). Isotopic ratios of $^{15}\text{N}/^{14}\text{N}$ in sedimentary organic matter were measured using an elemental analyzer coupled with IRMS (EA-MS).

**Chapter 3** gives a general account of the hydrography and circulation in the Arabian Sea, both in the offshore and coastal regions. Details about the open ocean system have long been available, and being the subject of several previous works, these are briefly dealt with here. Instead, greater
emphasis is laid on the coastal system. Seasonal changes that affect the biogeochemical cycling over the western continental margin of India are highlighted. These details of biogeochemical cycling over the Indian shelf and its changes, including evidence for recent intensification of the coastal oxygen-deficient environment, are provided.

**Chapter 4** presents the results for the three short and shallow cores – CR-2, SaSu-1 and SaSu-3B, collected from the inner- and mid-shelf regions (water depths 45, 35 and 50 m, respectively) off Goa. Dating techniques employed for these cores indicate the temporal resolutions in all the three cores to be comparably high. Decreasing trends in $\delta^{15}$N and $\delta^{13}$C in both cores suggest increase in terrestrial inputs in the last few decades, consistent with the trace metal data (especially Al in SaSu-1). $\delta^{15}$N does not appear to be a good proxy of denitrification in these cores. Enhancement of biological productivity in the region over the past few decades, suggested by the historical water column data, is supported by records of a number of proxies (especially N, P, CaCO$_3$ and Ba contents). In conformity with the increased productivity, the redox sensitive metals are indicative of intensified denitrification.

**Chapter 5** presents the results for two deep-sea gravity cores, AAS – 42/15 (length 440 cm; taken from Raman Seamount; water depth 2525) and AAS – 42/12A (length 530 cm; taken from Wadia Seamount; water depth 2250 m). Both cores came from beneath the most intense water-column denitrification, but the sediments at the coring sites are currently not exposed to the OMZ (bottom water dissolved oxygen concentration close to the coring.
sites is presently 2-2.5 mL/L). Oxygen isotope records were generated for planktonic foraminifer, *Globigerinoide ruber* in both the cores. The $\delta^{18}O$ record was similar in structure to the well-established oxygen isotope curves of the deep sea cores in that the first 6 Oxygen Isotope Stages (OIS) could be clearly identified for AAS-42/15, while in core AAS-42/12A the first 8 complete OIS with a part of OIS 9 could be identified. The upper portion of this core was subjected to AMS $^{14}C$ dating. Based on combined $^{14}C$ and $^{18}O$ data, this core has a very good chronology, covering a period of ~165 Ky and ~320 Ky respectively.

Since the OMZ does not reach the seafloor at the coring sites, the records generated enable evaluation of changes in the intermediate as well as bottom waters through comparison of different proxies of conditions in the two domains. For example, while the sedimentary $\delta^{15}N$ record can be taken to represent denitrification, those of benthic $\delta^{13}C$ and trace metals are expected to reflect conditions prevailing in near-bottom waters. The most important and unexpected result obtained in the present study is that the environmental changes in the intermediate and bottom waters, very often occurred in opposite directions, probably caused by reorganization of the subsurface circulation, over the past climatic cycles. A relaxation/cessation of denitrification during the glacial periods and intensification during interglacial times, as suggested by earlier works, is confirmed by results of this study as well. Moreover, such periods also appear to be characterized by low and high values of Ba/Al, respectively, indicating that productivity changes contributed to changes in denitrification. Records of other redox-sensitive metals
exhibiting changes, are in agreement with the $\delta^{13}$C record rather than with the $\delta^{15}$N record, which is consistent with the assumption that oxygenation in the mesopelagic and benthic environments is not occurring in the same way.

Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings of the present study and makes recommendations for future research.
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